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ELEANOR BOND'S SOCIAL CENTRES: 
NATURAL SIGHTS AND MIILENIAL LANDSCAPES 

By conventional standards there is not enough nature in Eleanor Bond 's paintings for them to qualify 
as landscapes. Mountains, lakes and trees are evident in Bond's fictive sites, yet nature's plenitude is 
overshadowed by signs of human industry. Bond's painted landscapes are exemplars of a genre 
redefined in accordance with a new ecological consciousness. There are no longer tracts of 
"untouched" wilderness to be discovered, no pockets of nature which have not in fact been touched 
(if not manhandled), by culture. And contrary to the cherished belief that nature is ever-replenishing 
and regenerative, the ecological crisis has confirmed that nature can no longer be conceived of as an 
immutable entity existing outside of history. We now know that nature can change course and 
mutate, that it can end as we know it, as a result of human intervention . If the worst-case scenario 
for the ecological crisis is ultimate closure, the end of nature and the end of the Story, it is now 
imperative for alternative landscape stories to be told. Nature 's passive status in traditional landscape 
art , as in scientific or commercial representations, demanded a masterful narrator, whose gaze 
arrested and ordered the flux of organic and technological phenomena. Bond 's miniature worlds 
sardonically position the spectator as a god-like figure, but instead of nature being isolated from the 
social formation, and objectified in the study as a backdrop against which humans act out their 
destiny, the paintings suggest ways to e-investigate the Man-Nature-Technology deadlock \ Th 
viewer's participation is invited, but the anthropocentric bias of traditional landscape art is I 

undermined by acknowledging nature's agency as an active participant in the stories told abou ~ 
geographic sites and their inhabitants. 

Eleanor Bond's work is predicated on fictionalized accounts of geographic sites, narrated 
from an 'ambiguous point of view. An earlier group of paintings, tided Work Station, omitted crucial 
aspects of the plots ostensibly being illustrated, so as to instill an aura of mystery within the narrative 
project itself. Social Centres relates similarly inconclusive, open -end ed stories, where the viewer is 
obliged to guess at what preceded the moment of representation. The elliptical titles and allusive 
details of geographic forms resembling body parts and anamorphosed architectural constructs, seem 
to invite revisionist interpretations. Bond's discontinuous narrative fragments resist a univocal 
interpretation, a fixity both oflocation and of meaning. Nonetheless, if there is one story from which 
these individual freeze-frames are drawn, it would be a(!larrativ~ f epi~ proportions ,. These aberrant 
landscapes and phantasmagoric communities, perceived from a distance, could be sites visited or 
glimpsed in passing during the course of a far-ranging, Odyssean journey. 

But Bond's hypothetical travelogue might not have taken the viewer so far from home. 
Instead of a hermetic fictive world, these paintings might be hyperbolic moments from more familiar 
stories about Canadian art, geography, nationalism and regionalism. The sequence of images that 
comprise Social Centres can be re-imagined into longer visual discourses, challenging the represen
tational practices and histories informing Canadian landscape art. It is possible to speak of "master 
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narratives" of the Canadian landscape, which presume to tell a coherent story about topographical 
I orientation and national identity . Certainly within the canons of Canadian art history, landscap ~ 
f- painting has occupied a privileged position . Every public art collection in Canada is built on the 

genre; it is land scape art which consti tutes the nation's "cultural capital." During various phases of 
1... its statehood, the idea of "Canada" has often been problematized in spatial and visual terms; the 

vastness and "emptiness" that proved such a challenge to notions of unity has been superscribed with 
an aesthetic relationship to indigenous geographic forms . But what does it mean that a network of 
museums, educational and government institutions have presented certain paradigms oflandscape 
art (such as the Group of Seven's work), as the most authentic expression of that elusive Canadian 
identity? If this production of landscape paintings offered visual affirmations of the country's 
topography, of a consistent gestalt throughout, it could also serve as a reinforcement of social and 
economic morphologies . 

This totalizing schematization is more openly deployed in the political arena. Faced with the 
imminent dissolution of the country, government commissions and inquiries are set up to promote 
the idea of unity, while federal demagogues, nodding to diversity or multiculturalism, desperately 
reassure the electorate of the "unifying vision." But the apparent necessity for this consolidating gaze 
begs the question of who is entitled to exercise it. 

The anxiety about loss of borders, of country, of hegemony , is not solely a Canadian 
phenomenon; this brand of rhetoric resounds beyond national borders. As the map of the world is 
daily being reconfigured, the American president responds with his own cosmic epiphany, of a (new?) 
World Order, an economic unity triumphant despite the collapse of stable political boundaries. And 
if this phantasmic "order" were to be visually translated, into a quasi-landscape form, we might 
picture a sublime capitalist space, with fading trade restrictions, and horizons opening up to infinite 
new markets. 

But political dreamscap es of fiscal and/or geographic wholeness, what has been called the 
dominant ideology, are overlaid on a multitude of social, racial and linguistic boundaries, as well as 
the property lines demarcating industry, parkland, military zones, etc. Dick Hebdige has written, 
"Hegemony can only be maintained when subordinate groups are, if n~t controlled, then at least 
contained within an ideologic al space which does not seem 'ideological': which appears instead to be 

,.....permanent and 'natural '." 1 Bond's images emphasize the semiotic evidence which delimits both 

geographic spaces and marginali zed cultural experiences. In these de-naturalized landscapes there is 
no wilderness, no undifferentiated natural domain; nor is there a homogeneous and unified cultural 
domain, with a singular economic reality benefitting all. If the mainstream visual repertoire is replete 
with "objective " visions of nature, community , and progress produced by authoritative bodies, 
Bond's paintings suggest what analogous phantasms might look like, ifinvented by marginal cultural 

._, identities . 
Bond's paintings present utopically self-sufficient communities, where the architectural 

constructs and natural features of a site exist in extraordinary concert. But the harmony is a ruse; the 
viewer eventually realizes the subterfuge involved in creating a pictorial composition of seductively 
euphonic painted colour and shape. On one level, the paintings are recording the aftermath of social 
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environmental catastrophe: commun ities created under duress, by groups of people who have been 
persecuted and excluded. Unlike Bond's earlier Work Station, however, which amended actual lo
cations, these newer sites inhabit a liminal, emphatically simulacral zone. Bond 's work here performs 

greater narrative contrivances to arrive at the happy endings of escapist entertainment . Any "real" 
information about the prior history of this site and its inhabitants is encoded, in the miniaturized 
spatial and semantic organization of the representations. Susan Stewart has written about the 
miniature paradigm, "M inute description reduces the object to its signifying properties, and this 

reduction of physical dimensions results in a multiplication of ideological properties." 2 

Contemporary landscape art is often criticized for relinquishing the genre's most prizedl 
qualities, the provision of a space for reverie and spiritual replenishment, but Bond's paintings 

succeed in eliciting both pleasure and critique. The work solicits the viewer to engage in imaginative -
play regarding the possible significance and whereabouts of these chimerical settlements that 

resemble ~ rsatz theme-parks . even as they are proto-political responses to lacun ~e in the social 
formation. Unlike the magic kingdoms of Walt Disney, George Bush, and many right-wing 
fundamentalists, where sentimental pasts and futures are inhabited by the same white, middle-class, 
healthy and heterosexual members of a universal nuclear family, Bond's microcosmic worlds suggest 
a~ of real and semi-formed subcultures. Paintings such as Wisdom Lake is the Site of the Elders' 
Park and Communication Centre and Central Park at Spiral Lake Offers Many Forms of Health Care 
suggest the refuge needed by marginal or disenfranchised groups: inner-city dwellers with no access 
to nature; senior citizens whose alleged "golde n age" is characterized by poverty and social invisibility; 

people with AIDS who are demonized and excluded from health-care systems; women terrorized by 
quotidian violence; and other peoples, of shifting hybrid identities. It is interesting to speculate on 
the various connotations Bond's painting of vernal and rehabilitated communities might acquire for 
specific viewers, in venues as dissimilar as London, a metropolis which developed out of villages; Sao 

Paolo , with its networks of townships; or St. John 's, surrounded by fishing villages strugg ling co 
survive (all cities where Bond has exhibited). 

If these imaginary communities parody familiar forms of commercialised wish fulfillment :] 
there are alternative, historical models for this genre as well. Norman Cohn, in his survey of millenial 
movements , has described the immediate redemption that dispossessed groups of people have imagined 
for themselves, usually spurred on by adverse living conditions such as famine, disease or economic crisis. 

In the millenial imagination, the transfiguration of the world is envisioned not in an afterlife, but at a precise 
historical moment, whether that date is 1500, 1666 or the year 2000. In this merging of religious and 
political sensibilities, enemies are thwarted in a final reckoning, and the righteous will be privy to a new 
reality, characterised as "collective, terrestrial, imminent, total, and miraculous, in the sense that it is co be 

accomplished by, or with the help of, supernatural agencies." 3 

As we approach a millennium distinguished by violent political events and environmentat \ 
devastation , it is this ~upernatural component which differentiates Bond's work from most contem 
porary political allegories. Nature has become the site of mock-utopic revelation . Here , nomadic, ~ 

homeless, or disempowered groups seem at last to be reclaiming public space , appropriating and \ i recycling for their own interests a small share of the nation-state's natural and social resources. Bue 
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Bon d 's mill enial simul ation s suggest mor e th an provisi onal self-governm ent , becaus e Nature itself 

(
seems to have mir aculou sly p rovided what C ultur e refu sed ; the actu al topographical features now 

indi cate th e m eanin g of a site, and who th at site is "design ed " for. If Bond 's project involves the de

naturali zation of landscap es, here we might speak of a re-n atur alization process, alb eit an ironic one . 

C urr ent-d ay inst ances of ecologi cal metamorph osis form a curiou s counterpoint to thes e 

centuri es-old uto pic dream s of a world wh ere nature gratuitou sly provid es, and peopl e no longer toil 

ove r th e earth . T he ecolo gical crisis hold s out th e terrifyin g possibili ty th at the earth will no longer 

\ prov ide, with or without toil. T he subju gation of natur al and human resources for profit has led to 

I ~ state wher e nacure does no t obey man-m ade order, and is likewise unabl e to follow its own "natural 

-- laws". Iflo cal and global ecosyste ms becom e co mplet ely un stable and un controllabl e, then what can 

be awa ited from thi s ont o log ical ruptur e, from a new, mut ant natur e? Instead of the generic 

apocalyptic scenarios which are often presen red as the an swer to this qu ery, Bond 's work suggests chat 

nacure is reconfiguring itself, generating symb olic land scapes as nurturing grounds for anomalous 

soc ial group s. Wh ereas Bon d's work rakes th e form o'~ ~e ctu rin~ rhe curr ent realpolitik 
ensures th at simil ar kind s of havens and healing centre s already exist or th e affluent , in the form of 

heavily gu arded residenti al co m po und s, spas, resorts, country club s, or luxury retirem ent centres. 

If margin alized indi vidu ais are recog nizable by th eir markers of diff erence (wh ether gender, 

age, class, skin to ne, or sexual o rientation) , Bond postul ates a future wh ere geographic sires will also 

be ma rked , but with a dram atic sh ifr in pow er relations ; th e diff erence or Oth erness whi ch historicall y 

( led to disem powe rm ent is now miraculou sly encoded within nature itself, as a homol ogous sign of 

-i natur ally sanct ione d bodi es. In hand-sh aped lakes and biomorphic archit ecture, the discreteness of 

~ odies, land scapes and techn ologies is not respected; we are wi mess to a merging (speci al) effect. This 

p rocess of re-e nfr anchisem ent is an appropri ation of th e ideological mechanism by which "social 

divisions are spatialised as geog raphic di visions and .. places becom e ' labelled ' , much like deviant 

indi vidu als." 4 

Th ese kind s of visual fictions hav e a particular resonance in a Ca nadian cont ext , given the 

perpetu ally re-v isualized disinform ation th at Ca nada con sists of vast expanses of uninh abited and 

unu sed icy wildern ess. Whil e wo nd erin g where Bond 's ph anta smic sites might be situated, the 

oste nsibly unm arked snow -cove red expan se th at is th e Ca nadian north can function as a huge blank 

screen, onto which Bond 's p roph etic simul ations can be metaphorically proj ected. And Bond 's painted 

works are distinctly cinemati c, in their scale, the transparen cy of colours, the flickering light effects. 

If th ese wo rks do ju xtapose cinem atic and paint erly grammar s, thi s composite style implicitl y 

repudi ates the traditional relationship between a paint er and the landscape-obj ect. The myrhos oflandscape 

paintin g demand s th at natur e be apprehend ed by a human eye, filtered throu gh a unique human psyche, 

and transcrib ed manually by the solitary geniu s. Somehow , this assurance of subjective experience on-site 

guaranteed a universal truth- value. Lawren H arris, for exampl e, insisted on the "startling verity" of the 

paintin gs he and his friends were creating in their heroic confr ontation with nature. It is often unmentioned 

chat the psyches and hands involved , as well as the "au th enti c" land scapes produ ced , were mark ed by gender , 

class and race. In imitating the rhetoric of a techn ological medium such as the film camera, Bond dissociates 
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her practice from the traditional landscape painter's de-historicized aesthetic experience in geographic sites. 
According to Donna Har away, "The ' eyes' made available in modern technological sciences shatt er-any idea 

of passive vision; these prosthetic devices show us that all eyes, includin g our own organic ones, are active 
perceptual systems, building in translations and specific ways of seeing, that is, ways oflife ." 5 

There is a literal distancing in question as well as a pol emica l one. If the aeria l viewpoint 
suggest s a lens rath er than an eye, and mediated rather than dir ect vision , there is also th e sinister 

connotation of surveillance cameras monitoring a community whose deviati ons from the norm are 
deemed subversive. While Bond does appropriat e the pan-optic al viewpoint wielded by instituti on
alized pow er, she simultaneously subverts the very idea of th e masterful gaze; instead of clearly 
defined, intelligible information corresponding to a coherent social order, th e images bein g offered 

up are hazy, anarchic, hallucinatory . Up close, the ambiguity of Bond's illusionis tic project is 
sustained . At times the paint describ es objects with trompe-l'oeil felicity, but textures and surfaces are 
also the occasion for visual trickery; rocks are either convincingly solid or disconcertingly fleshy. 

These layers of artific e und ermine authentic repres ent ation since neither the subjec tive eye of the 
painter, nor the objective eye of th e camera, seem capable of serving up the truth about these 
geographic sites. The moment of representation is only a strat egic hiatus in processes of natural , 
historical and imaginative transformati ons, but if Eleanor Bond 's landsc apes seem liable to evanesce, 

it is possible, in Walter Benjamin's words , to "seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment 
of dang er." 6 

Notes 

I would like to thank Cheryl Simon for her ideas and editorial suggestions. 
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